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Basic Practice of Statistics
7th Edition



In chapter 1 we cover …
� Individuals and variables

� Categorical variables: pie charts and bar 
graphs

� Quantitative variables: histograms

� Interpreting histograms

� Quantitative variables: stemplots

� Time plots
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Statistics
� Statistics is a science that involves the 

extraction of information from numerical data 
obtained during an experiment or from a 
sample.  It involves the design of the 
experiment or sampling procedure, the 
collection and analysis of the data, and making 
inferences (statements) about the population 
based upon information in a sample. In short, 
Statistics is the science of data.
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Individuals	and	Variables
� A data set contains information on a number of 

individuals. The first step in dealing with data is to 
organize your thinking about the data:

� Individuals (outcomes)
� the objects described by a set of data
� may be people, animals, or things

� Variable
� any characteristic of an individual
� can take different values for different individuals
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Example:
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Individual:  an object described by a set of data
Variable:  characteristic of the individual
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Individuals	
Airport administrators take a sample of airline 
baggage and record the number of bags that weigh 
more than 75 pounds. What is the individual?
a) the number of bags weighing more than 75 pounds
b) the average weight of the bags
c) each piece of baggage
d) the airport administrators



Types of variables
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Categorical variable:  places individuals 
into one of several groups or categories

Quantitative variable:  takes numerical values for 
which arithmetic operations make sense (usually 
recorded in a unit of measurement)



Variables
Is the variable “monthly rainfall in Michigan” a 
categorical variable or a quantitative variable?

a) categorical
b) quantitative



Individuals	and	Variables	
A survey involving 35 questions was given to a sample of 200 
students attending a university with an enrollment of 10,000. 
How many individuals do the data describe?

a) 35 
b) 200
c) 10,000
d) It is impossible to say.



Individuals	and	Variables	
A survey involving 35 questions was given to a sample of 200 
students attending a university with an enrollment of 10,000. 
How many variables do the data contain?

a) 35 
b) 200
c) 35 × 200
d) 35 × 10,000



Apply	your	knowledge
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Extra	example:	Case	Study
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Weight Gain Spells
Heart Risk for Women

“Weight, weight change, and coronary heart disease 
in women.” W.C. Willett, et. al., vol. 273(6), Journal 
of the American Medical Association, Feb. 8, 1995.

(Reported in Science News, Feb. 4, 1995, p. 108)



Extra	example:	Case	Study
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Weight Gain Spells
Heart Risk for Women

Objective:
To recommend a range of body mass index (a 

function of weight and height) in terms of coronary 
heart disease (CHD) risk in women.



Extra	example:	Case	Study
� Study started in 1976 with 115,818 women aged 30 

to 55 years and without a history of previous 
CHD.

� Each woman’s weight (body mass) was 
determined.

� Each woman was asked her weight at age 18.
� The cohort of women were followed for 14 years.
� The number of CHD (fatal and nonfatal) cases 

were counted (1292 cases).
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Case	Study
• Age (in 1976)
• Weight in 1976
• Weight at age 18
� Incidence of coronary heart 

disease
� Smoker or nonsmoker
� Family history of heart disease
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quantitative

categorical

Variables measured



Distribution

� Tells what values a variable takes and how often it 
takes these values

� Can be a table, graph, or function

� The values of a categorical variable are labels for the 
categories. 

� The distribution of a categorical variable lists the 
categories and gives either the count or the percent 
of individuals who fall in each category.
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(getting the quantitative picture)



Displaying	Distributions
� Categorical variables

� Pie charts (when categories make a whole)
� Bar graphs

� Quantitative variables
� Histograms
� Stemplots (stem-and-leaf plots)
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Example:	Which	Major?
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Data TableField of Study Percent of Students

Arts and Humanities 10.6

Biological Sciences 14.7

Business 14.5

Education 5.2

Engineering 11.2

Health professions 12.8

Math and computer science 3.7

Physical Sciences 2.4

Social sciences 10.1

Other majors and 
undeclared

14.9

TOTAL 100.1
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Example:	Which	Major?
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Example:	Which	Major?



Pie Charts and Bar Graphs
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Field Percent	of	students

Arts and	humanities 10.6

Biological sciences 14.7

Business 14.5

Education 5.2

Engineering 11.2

Health	professions 12.8

Math	and	computer	science 3.7

Physical	sciences 2.4

Social sciences 10.1

Other	majors 14.9

Total 100.1

Field of Study

ß Rounding error



Class	Make-up	on	First	Day
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Year Count Percent

Freshman 18 41.9%

Sophomore 10 23.3%

Junior 6 14.0%

Senior 9 20.9%

Total 43 100.1%

Data Table



Class	Make-up	on	First	Day
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Pie Chart



Class	Make-up	on	First	Day
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Bar Graph



Example:		U.S.	Solid	Waste	(2000)
Material Weight (million tons) Percent of total

Food scraps 25.9 11.2 %

Glass 12.8 5.5 %

Metals 18.0 7.8 %

Paper, paperboard 86.7 37.4 %

Plastics 24.7 10.7 %

Rubber, leather, textiles 15.8 6.8 %

Wood 12.7 5.5 %

Yard trimmings 27.7 11.9 %

Other 7.5 3.2 %

Total 231.9 100.0 %
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Data Table



Example:		U.S.	Solid	Waste	(2000)
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Pie Chart



Bar Graphs only
EXAMPLE: What sources do Americans aged 12–24 years 
use to keep up-to-date and learn about music?

Source Percent	who	
have	used

AM/FM	radio 57

Friends/family 77

Music	television 43

Facebook 49

Pandora 70

Apple	iTunes 41

Local	stores 37

SiriusXM 24

Music	blogs 23

iHeartRadio 27

Spotify 37
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Categorical	Variables
Married respondents, in a survey, were asked how they met 
their spouses. According to the bar chart below, approximately 
how many respondents met their spouses through a dating 
service?

a) 2
b) 20
c) 30
d) 70



Categorical	Variables	
Bar graphs are more flexible than pie charts. Both types 
of graph can display the distribution of a categorical 
variable, but a bar graph can also compare any set of 
quantities measured in the same units.

a) true
b) false



Categorical	Variables		
The order of the categories in a bar chart should only be 
arranged alphabetically and should never be rearranged 
by height. 

a) true
b) false



Quantitative data
� The distribution of a quantitative variable tells 

us what values the variable takes on and how 
often it takes those values.

� Histograms show the distribution of a 
quantitative variable by using bars whose 
height represents the number of individuals 
who take on a value within a particular class.

� Stemplots separate each observation into a 
stem and a leaf that are then plotted to 
display the distribution while maintaining the 
original values of the variable.
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Histograms
� Appropriate for quantitative variables that 

take many values and/or large datasets.

� Divide the possible values into classes 
(equal widths).

� Count how many observations fall into each 
interval (may change to percents).

� Draw picture representing the 
distribution―bar heights are equivalent to 
the number (percent) of observations in each 
interval.
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Histograms
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¨ Example: Freshman Graduation Rate, or FGR, Data for 
2010-2011

FGR Count 
55 - <60 1 
60 - <65 2 
65 - <70 3 
70 - <75 6 
75 - <80 11 
80 - <85 16 
85 - <90 9 
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Histograms:		Class	Intervals
� How many intervals?

� One rule is to calculate the square root of the sample 
size, and round up.

� Size of intervals?
� Divide range of data (max-min) by number of 

intervals desired, and round to convenient number

� Pick intervals so each observation can only fall 
in exactly one interval (no overlap)



Example:	Case	Study
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Weight Data

Introductory Statistics class
Spring, 1997

Virginia Commonwealth University



Weight	Data
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192 110 195 180 170 215
152 120 170 130 130 125
135 185 120 155 101 194
110 165 185 220 180
128 212 175 140 187
180 119 203 157 148
260 165 185 150 106
170 210 123 172 180
165 186 139 175 127
150 100 106 133 124



Weight Group Count 
100 - 120 9
120< - 140 11
140< - 160 6

160< - 180 13
180< - 200 8
200< - 220 5
220< - 240 0
240< - 260 1

Weight	Data:	Frequency	Table
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sqrt(53) = 7.2, or 8 intervals; range (260-100=160) / 8 = 20 = class width



Weight	Data:	Histogram
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100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260
Weight

* Left endpoint is included in the group, right endpoint is not.
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Interpreting Histograms
EXAMINING A HISTOGRAM

� In any graph of data, look for the overall pattern
and for striking deviations from that pattern.

� You can describe the overall pattern by its 
shape, center, and variability.  You will 
sometimes see variability referred to as 
spread(variation).

� An important kind of deviation is an outlier, an 
individual that falls outside the overall pattern.
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Describing Distributions
� A distribution is symmetric if the right and left sides of the 

graph are approximately mirror images of each other. Eg. 
Bell-shaped, other symmetric shapes

� A distribution is skewed to the right (right-skewed) if the 
right side of the graph (containing the half of the 
observations with larger values) is much longer than the 
left side.

� It is skewed to the left (left-skewed) if the left side of the 
graph is much longer than the right side.
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Symmetric Skewed-left Skewed-right
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Symmetric	Bell-Shaped
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Symmetric	Mound-Shaped
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Symmetric	Uniform
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Asymmetric	Skewed	to	the	Left
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Asymmetric	Skewed	to	the	Right



Stemplots (Stem-and-Leaf Plots)
STEMPLOT
� To make a stemplot:
1. Separate each observation into a stem, consisting 

of all but the final (rightmost) digit, and a leaf, the 
final digit. Stems may have as many digits as 
needed, but each leaf contains only a single digit.

2. Write the stems in a vertical column with the 
smallest at the top, and draw a vertical line at the 
right of this column. Be sure to include all the 
stems needed to span the data, even when some 
stems will have no leaves.

3. Write each leaf in the row to the right of its stem, 
in increasing order out from the stem.
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¨ Example: Weight Data – Introductory Statistics Class
192 110 195 180 170 215
152 120 170 130 130 125
135 185 120 155 101 194
110 165 185 220 180
128 212 175 140 187
180 119 203 157 148
260 165 185 150 106
170 210 123 172 180
165 186 139 175 127
150 100 106 133 124 Key

20|3 means
203 pounds

Stems = 10’s
Leaves = 1’s

10 0166
11 009
12 0034578
13 00359
14 08
15 00257
16 555
17 000255
18 000055567
19 245
20 3
21 025
22 0
23
24
25
26 0

Stems Leaves

2

Stemplots
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Another example: Stemplots
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Stemplots (Stem-and-Leaf Plots)
� If there are very few stems (when the data cover 

only a very small range of values), then we may 
want to create more stems by splitting the original 
stems.

� Example: If all of the data values were between 
150 and 179, then we may choose to use the 
following stems:
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15
15
16
16
17
17

Leaves 0-4 would go on each upper 
stem (first “15”), and leaves 5-9 would 
go on each lower stem (second “15”). 



� A time plot shows behavior over time.
� Time is always on the horizontal axis, and the variable 

being measured is on the vertical axis.
� Look for an overall pattern (trend), and deviations from 

this trend.  Connecting the data points by lines may 
emphasize this trend.

� Look for patterns that repeat at known regular intervals 
(seasonal variations).
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Time Plots (1 of 3)
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Time Plots (2 of 3)
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Time Plots (3 of 3)



Quantitative	Variables	(1	of	12)
Look at the following histogram of salaries of baseball 
players. What shape would you say the data take?

a) bi-modal
b) left-skewed
c) right-skewed
d) symmetric
e) Uniform



Quantitative	Variables	(2	of	12)
Look at the following histogram of percent urban population 
in 50 U.S. states. What shape would you say the data take?

a) bi-modal
b) left-skewed
c) right-skewed
d) symmetric
e) uniform



Quantitative	Variables	(3	of	12)
Wine bottles at a small winery are sampled and 
tested for quality. One measurement is 
volume: the bottles should be filled to 750 ml, 
with some variation expected. Based on this 
histogram, does 750 ml seem to be a 
reasonable center for the data? 

a) Yes, the center is approximately 750 ml. 
b) No, the center is too variable.
c) No, the data range from 744 to 755 ml.  



Quantitative	Variables	(4	of	12)
Considering this histogram, about how many bottles of 
wine have more than 752 ml? 

a) 17	
b) 44
c) 6
d) 5



Quantitative	Variables	(5	of	12)
What three features can best describe the overall pattern 

of a histogram?

a) shape, center, and skewness 
b) center, spread, and outliers
c) center, mean, and symmetry 
d) shape, center, and spread



Quantitative	Variables	(6	of	12)
In the dataset represented by the following stemplot, in 
which the leaf unit = 1.0, how many times does the number 
“28” occur?

a) 0
b) 1
c) 3
d) 4

0  9

1 246999

2 111134567888999

3 000112222345666699

4 001445

5 0014

6 7

7 3



Quantitative	Variables	(7	of	12)
What is one advantage of histograms over stemplots?

a) Histograms can be created by hand. 
b) The dataset can be any size.
c) The actual data can be extracted from histograms.
d) Histograms can be horizontal or vertical.



Quantitative	Variables	(8	of	12)
What is one advantage of stemplots over histograms?

a) Stemplots can use classes of any size. 
b) The dataset can be any size.
c) The actual data can be extracted from stemplots.
d) Stemplots can be horizontal or vertical.



Quantitative	Variables	(9	of	12)	
Which of these plots is a time plot?

a) Plot A
b) Plot B
c) both
d) None of the above.

Plot A                                                      Plot B
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Quantitative	Variables	(10	of	12)
What type of trend does the following time plot show?

a) downward
b) upward
c) no trend



Quantitative	Variables	(11	of	12)
What would be the correct interpretation of the following graph?

a) There is an upward trend in the data.
b) There is a downward trend in the data.
c) The data show seasonal variation. 



Quantitative	Variables	(12	of	12)
An individual value that falls outside the overall pattern is called ____________.

a) the center
b) a shape
c) an outlier
d) a spread


